
The source for all your drawn-wire needs.



WHO WE ARE
The Leggett & Platt Wire Group brings together our Drawn Wire, and 
International Wire groups to supply high-quality wire and wire products 
to customers across the globe.

This wire comes from steel we make at our own steel mill. The steel is 
drawn into rods that are then formed into wire used by our Wire Group 
to supply customers with wire for a variety of applications, including 
retail displays, automotive seating, and bedsprings.

The Wire Group is part of Leggett & Platt, a diversified manufacturer 
of engineered components found in most homes, offices, and 
automobiles, dating back to 1883.

GLOBAL NETWORK
Using L&P’s global network of offices and production facilities, Leggett 
& Platt Wire International is able to source and supply most grades 
of wire and wire products for a multitude of applications, servicing a 
diverse range of industries. We work directly with mills both abroad and 
domestic. Our focus is fine-diameter wire for specialized applications.

LPWI is a wholly owned subsidiary of Leggett & Platt, Inc., a diversified 
manufacturer that conceives, designs, and produces a broad variety of 
engineered components and products for customers worldwide.



QUALITY
• Our continuous quality-improvement system ensures reliability, performance, and 

consistency of our products.

• That means less downtime and waste and greater cost savings for your operation.

EXPERTISE
• Our process starts with our customers. Wire Group’s highly experienced metallurgists and 

technicians work with you and our suppliers to develop the right wire for your end use.

• That means the right product for your application.

RELIABILITY
• We have stringent requirements for both internal and external suppliers of steel rods for 

maximum reliability and consistency.

• That means a consistent and reliable product for your application.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
• We continually improve our strategic approach, namely through attention to Six Sigma, 

Lean, and Continuous Improvement processes.

• That means maximum efficiency and a technological edge to succeed in today’s 
competitive environment.



OUR CAPABILITIES
Our various manufacturing 
capabilities and materials allow us 
to produce the best solution for 
your needs.

Bright Low-Carbon

• Nails
• Screws
• Rivets
• Point-of-purchase displays
• Shopping baskets
• Mesh
• Stock fencing
• Chain-link fencing
• Shot blasting and reinforcing

Bright High-Carbon

• Fencing
• Bed springs
• Upholstery springs
• Automotive springs
• Mechanical springs
• Automotive seating
• Hose reinforcement
• Cable reinforcement 

Galvanized

• Springs
• Pail handles
• Point-of-purchase displays
• Recycling

Annealed

• Baling
• Tying
• Fasteners

Oil-Tempered

• Garage door springs
• Agricultural equipment
• Automotive
• Construction
• Recreational vehicle



Construction Retail Industrial Transportation Agriculture Furniture

OUR MARKETS
Wire Group’s broad range of capabilities and wide reach for sourcing and 
supplying give us the ability to serve multiple markets in a variety of ways.

LeggettWireGroup.com
800-888-4569

LET US KNOW HOW WE CAN SERVE YOU
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